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The instability of step motor systems is a current problem which 
impedes the use of these systems as direct digital to analog conversion 
devices. The major areas of interest for this investigation are experi-
mental determination of the frequency bounds on stable regions of step 
motor and load exciation, and the use of digital solutions for descrip-
tive differential equations, as a method of predicting instability of 
step motor systems. For the purpose of this study, instability is 
defined as the inability of the rotor to reverse stepping-direction 
without cogging. The motor used in this investigation was a fifteen 
degree step, variable reluctance motor. 
The experimentation supported the programming goal by investi-
gating the single step command and multiple step command response of 
twenty different flexibly coupled motor load systems. The response 
of these systems to single step command with regard to decay time 
and overshoot is presented. The frequency bounds for stable opera-
tions are defined experimentally and presented in conjunction with 
the digitally predicted bounds. 
A general method of digitally predicting motor-load instability 
is suggested with appropriate FORTRAN programming documentation. 
This method is based on mathematically modeling of the motor and 
load response and on the determination of a pseudo-separatrix for 
the system. Results indicate that this method should predict 
system instability if the system is sufficiently well modeled. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The step motor has been used since the early 1930's; however, 
the current emphasis on digital control has caused renewed interest in 
the application and theory of these direct Digital to Analog conversion 
devices. D/A conversion has remained a slow point of digital operations, 
while other aspects have increased in speed of execution. The step 
motor provides either a means of increased rate of D/A conversion, 
(with proper buffering) or a device for direct conversion from digital 
input to analog output. 
A step motor also referred to variously as a stepper, a stepper 
motor, or a stepping motor produces a finite angular rotation whenever 
a pulse is input to the motor controller. There exist essentially two 
types of step motor, the solenoid ratchet type and the phase-pulsed 
synchronous type. The phase pulsed type, which is of interest here, is 
more complex theoretically, but easier to mechanize and presents greater 
long range potential. This type requires no dual assembly for reverse 
stepping as the ratchet type does, and it is standardized in sizes 
equivalent to the Bureau of Ordinance sizes for servo motors. The 
solenoid ratchet type is simpler theoretically; however it is difficult 
to tune in practical use and necessitates dual assembly for reversing 
rotation. A large number of failure modes also are present in this 
type; consequently it has lost many of its former proponents (1). 
For the phase-pulsed type which was used in this study, there 
are several types of stator phase excitation schemes possible. All 
types may be described in terms of the number of phases available and 
the number of phases active when the motor is being held stationary. 
For example, the three-phase motor normally has one phase active in 
the hold configuration, and the three-phase modified scheme utilizes 
two active phases in the hold configuration. In the first case the 
rotor poles align with the active stator poles, minimizing the magnetic 
flux; in the latter case the flux is minimized by centering the rotor 
poles between active stator poles. More active phases imply a higher 
holding torque; however, more complex control circuits and higher 
power use are required by these complex types. 
The rotor may also be one of several types including permanent 
magnet, independently wire wound, variable reluctance, and combinations 
of these types, such as a wire wound permanent magnet type. Each of 
these types has its peculiar characteristics which may be desirable 
for specific design applications. The permanent magnet type for 
example requires no current input to hold a position. The magnetic 
field of the rotor acts to maintain the quiescent position without 
input power by minimizing the magnetic flux across the air gap. 
Traditionally the step motor has been modeled by deriving a 
transfer function for the motor system. Kieburtz (2), Robinson (3), 
and O'Donahue (4) have presented linear and nonlinear approximations 
for classes of step motors. These empirical transfer functions are 
not based on the electromagnetic characteristics of the motors, but 
rather on the response exhibited by the motor system. More recently 
Chang (5) and Kuo (6) have published analyses which predict motor 
response by means of electromagnetic theory. It is on the basis of 
this latter work that this study was conducted. 
However the motor system is described, the question of most 
importance is that of stability for the motor-load at a given input 
pulse frequency. The command position for a step motor may be 
determined by multiplying the number of pulses (step commands) by 
the step size (increment) then adding this product to the initial 
angular position. Given the above, the essential stability criterion 
for step motor systems is straightforward. Does the motor-load system 
reach this command position in the required time? 
This question may be subdivided into several distinct but 
related questions or criteria: 
1) Does the motor-load system gain or lose a step while being 
driven by a pulse sequence? 
2) Can the system initiate stepping upon command? 
3) Is there excessive positional variation about the command 
position when no command pulses are being input? 
4) Is there excessive motor or load velocity at any point in 
the transfer from one position to another? 
5) Can the motor be stopped upon cessation of the driving puis 
train and can it reverse stepping direction without loss of positional 
control or slowing down? 
Of these questions, the third and the fifth are not germane to this 
investigation. It is assumed that proper mechanical or magnetic 
damping could be provided to alleviate the overshoot problem raised 
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by question three. Question five pertains to the slew or unidirectional 
region of motor operation. In this region, the step motor performs as 
an alternating current motor would perform. As successive phases are 
excited by the controller, the rotor slews past each command position. 
This region, while interesting, is not the primary region of operation 
for a step motor. The remaining questions form the basis for the investi-
gation undertaken in this thesis. 
Experimentally the parameters of interest were maximum stable 
step rate (input pulse frequency), system spring rate, and inertial load 
on the motor. Utilizing a three-phase, variable reluctance step motor 
(size 004), four inertial loads and five system spring rates were inves-
tigated. The system of load and motor was modeled by a digital computer 
utilizing a fourth order Runge-Kutta approximation to solve the system 
differential equations. On the basis of these solutions, the system 
response was predicted and compared to the experimental results by means 
of a digital plotting routine (the Calcomp plotter). The stability 
region was defined on the phase space of the motor by solving the system 
differential equations in reverse time. That is, t final and x. final 
are utilized as initial conditions. As the integration proceeds, time 
(t) is reduced from t final to zero. (See Appendix I.) This procedure 
yields a separatrix which can be compared, by the computer, to the 
state variables describing motor position in order to determine stability 
for a given frequency of pulse input. The results are not conclusive, 
but this approach apparently yields a method of predicting stability for 
the systems investigated. 
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CHAPTER II 
INSTRUMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT 
The primary piece of experimental apparatus for this investiga-
tion was the step motor and its controller-driver. All other apparatus 
was used either to support the motor and load, to provide power to run 
the motor and controller, or to detect the positional variation 
accompanying step response. Table 1 is a complete list of the equip-
ment and instrumentation used. However, it is somewhat misleading 
since not all the items listed in the table were utilized concurrently. 
Concurrently the usage of many items is obvious. 
The motor, bearings, and the linear potentiometer were positioned 
on the base plate using three sixteenths inch aluminum angle, which had 
been reamed to act as mounts. The diameters and specifications for these 
mounts are listed in Table 2. These mounts functioned as rigid support 
for the equipment and provided for alignment of the motor and load 
system. Throughout the experimentation, power was provided for the 
motor by the 50 volt (D.C.) source listed. This voltage was supplied 
to the controller-driver following the IMC Magnetics specifications for 
that driver (see Figure 1). The function generator was used as a source 
of pulses for the controller-driver. The direct current offset in this 
device permitted the production of a positive pulse of 15 v.d.c. 
amplitude without external clipping circuits. This was the amplitude 
required by the controller-driver for successful operation. 
Table 1. Instrumentation 
15 degree step motor 
Selenium photocell 
Step motor controller driver 
Function generator 
Magnetic velocity transducer 
Dual beam oscilloscope 
D.C. power source 
D.C. battery 3 volt 
Potentiometer 10K 1 turn 
Potentiometer 40K 10 turn (2) 
Beam balance 
60 tooth worm wheel 
pitch diam. .9375, 3/16 ID* 
Worm pitch diam. .5, 3/16 ID 
Couplings 1/4 ID (4) 
Roller bearings 1/4 ID (2) 
3/16 aluminum angle 
Reduction shafts (assorted lengths) 
.045 diameter steel wire 
Experimental baseplate 
Oscilloscope camera 
Light source and power for source 
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and Equipment List 
IMC Magnetics 020-004 VR 
Tandy Corp. 276-115 
IMC 0128-15-3312-01 
Hewlet-Packard 3310A 
Bruel and Kjaer Type MM002 
Tektronix Type 502A 
Sorensen Nobatron T50-15 
7o0 VDC max. 
Eveready W356 
Helipot Model 5433 5% 
Linearity 
Helipot 7223-15 L .075% 
O'Haus Triple Beam 
PIC Corporation 
PIC Corporation 
Boston Gear Co. 
S-K Corporation 
Machined to specifications 
of Table 2 
1/4 to 3/16 
Cut to spring size 
PIC Corporation 
Polaroid Corporation 
Machined or experiment 
Heathkit 12 volt source 
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Table 1 Continued 
Brass slug 1/4 ID Machined for experiment** 
Aluminum slug 1/4 ID Machined for experiment** 
Assorted 1/4 OD Shafts Centerless ground 
Approximately 5 feet shielded cable 
Assorted PIC Corporation fittings for support of worm, and 
measurement of angular rotation. 
* All dimensions not indicated are in inches. 
** See Appendix III for specifications and derivation of Inertia 
for slugs used. 
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Table 2. Mount Dimensions 
Bearing Mounts (2) 
Centerline height 1.75 inch 
Hole diameter .75 
Face dimensions 3. x 2. 
Potentiometer Mount (1) 
Centerline height 1.75 
Hole diameter 1.325 
Face dimensions 3. x 2.5 
Motor Mount (1) 
Centerline height 1.75 
Hole diameter 1.75 
Face dimensions 3. x 3. 
Potentiometer and motor were mounted using three mounting clamps at 
o 
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Stator Coils 
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Each Stator 
Coil 
Figure 1. llotor Controller Wiring 
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Figure 2- Spring Mounts 
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The oscilloscope and camera detailed were also used throughout 
the experiment for recording the output of the test instrumentation. 
All results of significance were recorded (photographed) for later 
study and analysis utilizing Polaroid film. This permitted reference 
and accuracy of measurement obtainable by no other means. Photographs 
were inspected with a three power magnification provided by a standard 
philatelist's glass. 
In order to provide a standard repeatable spring rate for the 
experimental motor-load system, the apparatus illustrated in Figure 2 
was used. Essentially it consisted of a pair of wire grips which 
could be held easily by the standard one quarter inch coupling used. 
This arrangement provided for localized spring rate in the system which 
could be defined analytically. The dual set screws were both a 
machining convenience and permitted positioning of the wire within 
the mounts and provided for adequate holding torque. The dimple on 
the rear of the mount prevented excessive scoring of the mount by the 
set screws of the couplings used. The avoidance of scoring facilitated 
change from one system of springs to another. Wire, forty-five 
thousandths in diameter, provided the springs for the systems investi-
gated. The wire was cut so that when the ends were touching the 
bottom of the mount center holes, the separation between the mount 
set screws was either one, two, three, or four inches. Repeatability 
for the various inertias was then obtainable. The load inertias were 
supplied by the slugs mentioned in Table 1 and by the steel shaft 
used to support them. At this point, the instrumentation must be 
separated into two categories, that used for detection of single 
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step response, and that used for multistep response detection. 
Single step response may be defined as the response of the 
motor and load to a single input pulse. In this case, the step 
was a fifteen degree step from the stopped configuration. The 
photocell was used for detection of single step response of the 
system. The cell itself was mounted on an insulated backing 
material (plexiglass) and wired into the circuit shown in Figure 3, 
using shielded cable throughout (it was found helpful to shield 
the photocell leads also). The photocell was not masked on the 
surface of the cell (see Appendix II) although this method has had 
some success. Rather masking was provided by a shutter fixed to 
the shaft of the motor. As the shaft rotated through 15 degrees 
and oscillated about the command position, the shutter (mask) also 
oscillated changing the amount of light striking the photocell 
causing voltage fluctuation sensed by the oscilloscope. The shutter 
finally used was a paper, cardboard laminate with forty-five thousandths 
wire reenforcement shown schematically in Figure 4. This provided 
sufficient rigidity while minimizing the loading of the motor load 
system. For the unloaded motor investigation, the shutter was fixed 
to the motor shaft. For testing the load assemblies, it was fixed to 
the load shaft. In both cases bonding was accomplished by use of cement. 
In the latter case, the spring assembly was mounted between the motor 
and the load shafts. The overall assembly is shown in an overhead 
schematic in Figure 5. 
Although it was not used for detection of the single step 
response, the linear potentiometer for multistep sensing is included 
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Figure 5- Schematic Overhead View of Single Step Assembly 
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in Figure 5 since the friction and slight additional inertia of the 
potentiometer shaft were present in the experimentation on loaded 
motor systems. The potentiometer was rigidly connected to the load 
shaft using the standard one quarter inch I.D. coupling. The potentio 
meter was wired into the adjusting circuit shown in Figure 6. The 
instrument used did not have stops at either end of the single turn; 
thus it permitted continuous rotation without concern for potentio-
meter damage. In sensing the multistep response5 the dual trace 
facility of the oscilloscope was used. This permitted monitoring 
of both the potentiometer output and the output of the function 
generator (pulse frequency). 
The magnetic transducer was mounted perpendicular to the motor 
shaft. A high permitivity disk was mounted on the shaft to act as a 
wobble plate for the transducer face. The transducer, which is 
velocity sensitive, detected the variation in the air gap as the 
shaft rotated through 15 degrees. The high permitivity disk was 
fixed to the shaft with a water soluble cement. A schematic is 
shown in Figure 7 indicating the relative positions of the motor 
shaft and the transducer. 
Different calibration techniques for the two investigations 
were also required. The multistep testing was calibrated using the 
circuit indicated in Figure 6 to provide voltage adjustment. The 
calibration of the photocell was somewhat more difficult. A 60 tooth 
worm wheel was attached to the motor shaft by means of a reduction 
shaft and the standard coupling. The worm itself was mounted (on 
standard PIC Corporation bearings and hangers) perpendicular to the 
15 
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motor shaft. Rotation of the worm resulted in shutter rotation. 
Passing between the light source and the photocell, the shutter 
caused voltage reduction as the lighted surface area was decreased. 
A 360 degree rotation of the worm resulted in a six degree rotation 
of the motor shaft. The amount of angular rotation was described by 
mounting a standard 360 degree wheel on the worm shaft, with an 
independently mounted indicator mark. 
The remaining instrumentation or equipment used was a digital 
computer, in this case a FORTRAN programmable Univac 1108. This 
device was used to predict the response of the motor by means of a 
Runge-Kutta approximation; the programming details will be discussed 




The procedures followed in pursuing this investigation are best 
discussed after a preliminary division into two major divisions and 
several minor subsections for each division. This chapter is devoted 
to the first major topic, physical experimentation. This topic is most 
clearly presented by reviewing three subdivisions: preliminary investiga-
tions, single step system response, and multiple step system response. 
Although the two major areas of study were pursued concurrently, the 
physical experimentation shall be discussed prior to the digital 
investigation which is reserved for the following chapter. 
As noted in the preface to this chapter, the physical investi-
gation will be discussed in segments. Many procedures are common to 
several segments, and as such, will not be discussed more than once. 
These common areas are fairly obvious and will be denoted only when they 
recur in later discussions. Several procedures which are standard 
operations were also used; these shall not be discussed in detail, 
but shall be noted as standard whenever they arise. 
Preliminary Investigation 
The preliminary investigation was concerned with determination 
of the motor parameters for the purpose of later digitally modelling 
the motor as an independent device. There were several parameters 
which needed definition for the particular motor under study. 
The coils of the motor stator were pulsed with a voltage of 
20 volts. The motor was locked in two distinct configurations for 
this pulse testing by the rotation of the worm wheel discussed below. 
The rotor was first locked in the aligned position; that is the rotor 
and stator poles were aligned. This position was determined by 
freeing the worm wheel and pulsing the motor into a hold configuration. 
A pulse was then applied and the resulting voltage response of the 
single stator phase was recorded on polaroid film. The rotor was then 
rotated 22.5 degrees so that it was in an unstable node condition. 
That is the rotor teeth were between two active stator poles. This 
positioning was checked by observing that at this point, the rotor 
received zero net torque although a stator phase was energized. After 
locking the worm wheel, the energized phase was de-energized and then 
pulsed as described previously. This resulted in photographs of the 
response for the maximum and minimum inductance positions of the rotor. 
By performing standard calculations on the RL time constant observed, 
the inductance could be calculated (see Appendix IV). The resistance 
of each stator phase was checked with a standard ohmeter and conformed 
to the manufacturer's specification of 20 ohms. This data was used as 
noted above to determine the electromagnetic characteristics of the 
motor. 
Although the determination of the mechanical characteristics of 
the motor was completed in the single step response investigation, it 
is appropriate to discuss what became a standard procedure at this 
point. The static friction or stiction was evaluated by wrapping 14 
pound test monofilament around the motor (later the load) shaft and 
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loading the monafilament until motion due to gravity occurred. A mass 
or weight table was constructed of plywood with a hook for suspension 
from the monofilament. This facilitated the loading process and 
permitted rapid measurement of the required load. In every case, 
the maximum possible stiction was recorded. If bearings of misalign-
ment caused a higher loading at one point of the full rotation, it 
was this figure which was recorded. The standard shaft diameter for 
this test was one quarter inch, and the load was measured on a mass 
balance under a conversion of 453.6 grams/pound force. These mass 
measurements were later used in the digital programming detailed in 
Chapter IV. The remainder of the motor mechanical parameters were 
determined under the conditions of response to a single step command 
as described below. 
Single Step Response 
The single step response of the motor alone and of the motor 
when flexibly coupled to a load was investigated using a photocell 
position transducer. The transducer consisted of a 500 millivot, 
600 microampere photocell, as specified in Chapter II, with dimensions 
one and one eighth inches, yielding a sensitive area of one and eight 
hundred seventy-five thousandths inches squared. The cell was mounted 
on an insulated backing of plexiglass and adjustment slots were 
provided for lateral and longitudinal positioning. The cell was 
illuminated by a 14 volt bulb of the auto clearance light type with 
power supplied by a 0 to 15 volt (adjustable) Heathkit power source. 
The light fixture used was a standard bulb socket inserted in a foil 
lined tube of construction paper. This provided focusing for the 
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light source. A uniform distribution was obtained by masking the open 
tube end with two layers of vellum. This procedure generated a uniform 
intensity pattern of light which illuminated the surface of the photocell. 
The photocell and the light source were bolted to the PIC experimental 
base using standard 1/8 inch mounting nuts and bolts. The mask or 
shutter mentioned in Chapter II was fixed, initially to the motor 
shaft, and later to the load shaft with cement. 
Testing of the photocell was performed by mounting a worm wheel 
on the motor shaft and mounting the worm itself perpendicular to the 
shaft on standard 3/16 inch bearing mounts. The cell output was sensed 
by an oscilloscope equipped with a polaroid camera attachment, at a 
sensitivity of 20 millivolts per centimeter. Rotation of the worm 
shaft caused a reduced rotation of the motor shaft. The gear ratio 
used resulted in a six degree rotation of the motor shaft for every 
360 degree rotation of the worm shaft. By freeing the worm wheel and 
exciting one phase of the motor stator, a zero point was established. 
Relocking the worm wheel, at the established zero point, the test 
procedure was initiated. The zero was recorded by a single trace on 
the polaroid film. Successive worm rotations of 180 degrees yielded 
a linearization pattern photographed in three degree increments of the 
motor (or load) shaft rotation. This pattern or linearization curve 
was photographically recorded for each system subjected to single step 
excitation. Initially an attempt was made to obtain a linearization 
over the entire range of rotation. However this was impossible due 
to the large angular overshoot exhibited by some of the systems tested. 





















For System Shown Below 
Load Inertia 
Spring Rate 
.00D031 in lb 
•533 in lb/rad 
•SO .75 l.D 
Amplitude in Inches 
Figure fl. Sample Linearization of 
Photocell Transducer 
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was obtained by adjusting light intensity (voltage and current to the 
bulb), cell to light source distance, shutter placement and the angular 
relationship between the photocell and the shutter (approximately 
zero degrees at line between the center of the shaft and the 
centerline of the photocell). 
Several shutters were examined before the paper laminate 
detailed in Figure 4 was decided upon. Initially it was problematic 
whether the shutter loading on the shaft during the actual testing 
was significant. Also the question of possible slip between the 
motor (load) shaft and the shutter was open. The calculations of 
Appendix III demonstrate that shaft loading of the first tested 
aluminum shutter was significant. This was minimized by the paper and 
wire shutter. However, the laminate shutter was less rigid and was 
possibly subject to lateral wobble (between the photocell and the light 
source) and vertical flexing under acceleration. In order to investi-
gate these consequences of the lighter shutter, a secondary method of 
sensing the shaft vibration was necessary. The B and K velocity 
probe specified in Table 1 is a velocity sensitive vibration detection 
device. It detects vibration as a function of the varying reluctance 
of an air gap. Cementing a high permeability disk to the motor shaft, 
an air gap appropriate for vibration detection was created when the 
probe was mounted perpendicular to the shaft. By stepping the motor 
once and recording the vibration by photographing the transducer (probe) 
output on an oscilloscope, a source of comparison data was provided. 
These probe results were used to indicate the proper shutter selection 
and cementing procedure. In the motor test, water soluble cement was 
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used, testing as above indicated no slip. Later when the shutter was 
load shaft mounted, permanent epoxy was used. In both cases the 
velocity probe was used for comparison purposes. 
Twenty different load, spring rate systems were tested in the 
single step and multiple step modes. These are detailed in Tables 3 
and 4 and in Appendix III. For each system the characteristics of 
the photocell were recorded as above. Then the single step response 
was photographically recorded for each system. The twenty systems 
were mounted and tested independently; however, all systems with the 
same load inertia were tested consecutively. The procedure for testing 
the stiction was not applied to every case of the single step response. 
It was applied to at least two of the five spring rates tested for each 
inertial load. The testing of the single step response began in the 
hold configuration. The succeeding stator phase was energized while 
simultaneously de-energizing the currently active phase. The controller 
driver accomplished this switching when subjected to an input command. 
The resulting fifteen degree step was observed using the previously 
detailed photocell position transducer. The results were recorded 
photographically for later study for each load and spring system. In 
several cases, due to the high overshoot observed, two photographs 
were necessary to record accurately the overshoot which the system 
displayed. Thus photographs were taken for two successive steps, 
implicitly assuming that the steps were symmetrical. This procedure 
was justified in the data reduction which followed the experimentation. 
The photographs of each system response were examined under a 
three power lens. The amplitudes of the overshoot and undershoot were 
Table 3 . Single-Step Loading 
Spring Rate Shaft Load Shut ter Load Mount & Total Load S t i c t i o n 
i n l b / r a d in lbxlO" 5 i n lbxlO'5 Coupling Load in lbx l0 -5 in lbxlO-3 
sec^ 2 sec^ in lbs 
sec^ 
:10-5 2 sec^ 
00 0 . 0 .91224 0 . 0 0 . 0 4.16115 
00 .1331 1.16878 .712 27.838 46.131 
.533 .1387 " .307 27.091 18.711 
1.066 II it ti II ti 
2.133 II II it it it 
4.267 n it it it " 
00 .1331 1.6878 .712 25.472 43.182 
.533 .1387 it .307 24.720 15.432 
1.066 n it it II i i 
2.133 i i n it II II 
4.267 i i it i i II II 
0 
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recorded in inches and translated by means of the linearization curves 
into degrees of angular rotation. In cases where two photographs were 
required, due to the complete masking of the photocell at the extreme, 
the amplitudes observed were recorded and compared to oscillations 
which were completely defined on a single photograph. Thus initial 
overshoot data was obtained from one picture, and successive values 
from another. The comparison of the amplitudes of oscillations which 
were completely visible on both photographs of the system response 
justified the assumption of equivalence (see Figure 9). 
The photographic results were reduced to a set of data points 
suitable for digital manipulation by recording the amplitudes, and 
the time from step command for the maxima, and the times when the 
response trajectory equalled fifteen degrees (.262 radians). These 
experimental curves (points) of Appendix V were plotted by the Cal-
Comp-Plotter routine of the Univac 1108 system at the Georgia Institute 
of Technology from the data points obtained as explained above. These 
experimental points also determined the system damped natural frequency 
and the log decrement for the system.(see Appendix VII). These 
parameters were used in modelling the single and multiple step 
response of the system and will be further discussed in Chapter IV 
under the digital modelling section. 
Throughout the data reduction no steady state error was 
measured, although it is quite apparent that it should theoretically 
be present. This is due to the method of data reduction. The ampli-
tudes of overshoot and undershoot were measured from the fifteen degree 





EO mv/cm SO ms/cm 
Step 1 
Load Inertia -000031 in lb 
Spring Rate -533 in lb/radian 
Figure T- Sample Phototransducer Output 
Single Step 
to the step response observed, it is assumed that any error in angular 
position is consistently present for each step. This thinking also 
applies to the constant lag angle necessary for the production of load 
moving torque. 
Multiple Step Response 
The multiple step investigation closely resembled the single 
step investigation in the use of load inertias. The load systems 
investigated were in fact identical to those used in the single step 
investigation except for the reduction due to removal of the shutter 
(mask). The systems used in this segment of the study are listed in 
Table 4. As in the single step investigation, the various spring 
rates for a particular inertia were studied sequentially. In every 
case, the stiction was measured and recorded by the procedure pre-
viously detailed. However, the investigation of the multistep 
response utilized different sensing devices and required the intro-
duction of a qualitative criterion for stability definition. 
The sensing of the multistep response was accomplished by 
direct rigid coupling of the load and a single turn 10 Kilohm 
potentiometer. The potentiometer had no stops and was included 
in the measurements of the single step response in order to take 
into account the inertia and particularly the additional damping 
friction due to the slider of the potentiometer. The bias circuit 
was detailed in Chapter II and needs no further description. 
The criterion for stability determination is straightforward 
both theoretically and experimentally. Can the motor reverse switch-
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ing direction without cogging or losing step? Experimentally this 
was investigated by reversing a single pall single throw switch 
wired between the controller driver posts one and two (see Figure 1), 
while the driver was excited by the function generator. The fre-
quency of the pulse input was increased until instability was 
apparent (due to obvious cogging). Subsequently the pulse fre-
quency was reduced until a stable frequency was observed. At this 
stable frequency the motor could switch without cogging although in 
some cases excessive load positional variation occurred. The fre-
quency was then increased until, by hunting, a maximum stable fre-
quency was established for the stable region under study. There is 
an element of experimental judgement involved here since the complex 
nonlinear nature of the system made definition of a single maximum 
stable frequency for any region impossible. Observation of the 
potentiometer output for each frequency examined enabled definition 
of stability limits by comparing the system oscillation to the pulse 
output of the function generator which was also displayed. In regions 
near the stability limit, the coincidence of oscillation maxima and 
pulse input indicated the presence of a limit. These maximum stable 
frequencies were recorded photographically for comparison to the 
analytically predicted limits. After obtaining a photograph of the first 
maximum stable frequency, a second and in some cases a third upper 
frequency limit for the succeeding stability regions was sought and 
identified by the same procedure (see Figure 10). In each case a 
stable region was defined somewhat simplistically as a pulse frequency 
region within which the motor could reverse as defined above. In 
Load Inertia 
-0DDQ31 in lb 
Spring Rate 
•533 in lb/rad 
Figure ID- Sample Potentiometer Output 
Hultistep Response 
SD mv/cm 50 ms/cm 
Figure 11. Noncritical Frequency Response 
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some cases, unusual system response was recorded for future comparison 
to the digitally predicted response (see Figure 11). The determination 
of the stable frequency regions for the various load systems concluded 
the experimental investigation. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DIGITAL PROGRAMMING INVESTIGATION 
This chapter is devoted to the discussion of three interrelated 
subareas of the digital programming investigation; modeling of system 
response, determination of a pseudo-separatrix for the system, and 
inquiring into the stability region (stable excitation frequency 
region) for the flexibly coupled motor load system. Throughout the 
following investigation, a Runge-Kutta approximation was used to solve 
the descriptive differential equations of the system. This procedure 
is detailed in the following sections. 
System Modeling 
In the solution of the system differential equations, there are 
actually two subsystem equations to be solved. The mechanical system 
differential equations (see Appendices VI and VII), dealing with inertias, 
torques and viscous frictions must be solved simultaneously with the 
electrical system response equations describing voltage, currents, and 
torque output per phase (see Appendix IV). These equations form a 
coupled set of seven first order differential equations which must be 
solved in order to model the system (motor and load) response. The 
system of equations is somewhat complicated by the fact that the 
stator phases are assumed independent. This implies that only six of 
the differential equations actually affect the system response at a 
particular time. Two equations describe the motor, two describe the 
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load, while the remaining two describe the current (amperage) of the 
energizing and deenergizing stator phases. A subroutine (VOLTAG) was 
written to track the switching of the stator phases as a function of 
time. In the single step response modeling, this subroutine functions 
only once. In the multiple step model, it simulates the operation of 
the motor controller-driver. The six effective differential equations 
act as long as the current transients exist, after this point (transient 
quiescence) only five differential equations affect the system response. 
The general form for the main program for modeling of either single or 
multiple step response is constant. This is shown by the use of the 
program MODELP designed for the single step response as a subroutine 
MOTPSN for the multistep response (Appendices VIII and X). Consequently 
it is sufficient to examine the procedure for the construction of the 
single step modeling program (MODELP). 
As is mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, a Runge-
Kutta solution was written to model the step motor system. This is 
included in the main program MODELP. Following the suggestion of 
an excellent reference, (7), the actual system variables were displayed 
in state variable form in a function subroutine (FUNC). An explanation 
is necessary for interpretation of this procedure. X(l), X(2), and X(3) 
are the three stator phase currents, X(4) and X(5) are the motor position 
and velocity respectively, while X(6), and X(7) are the load position and 
velocity* Currents are described in amperes, position is in radians and 
velocity in radians per second» The step size for the R-K routine was 
determined by halving until three decimal accuracy was obtained. A step 
-4 
size of .5 x 10 was used in this program. Results of the Runge-Kutta 
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solution were displayed in two separate outputs. First pertinent 
variables were printed out by the computer for study. Later the state 
variables of the motor or load were displayed by means of a Calcomp 
plotter routine. This permitted visual comparison to the single step 
experimental results which were also processed by the program MODELP, 
(see Appendix IV). MODELP was a combinatorial program in that it 
operated on both the experimental points (by plotting) and on the 
theoretical data (calculation and display). In the case of the 
theoretical data, not every step of the Runge-Kutta routine was needed 
for plotting or print out. Consequently only pertinent (e.g. maxima) 
points were printed and plotted with a minimum of points between these 
critical points. Enough points were used to permit smooth plotting; 
however the goal was to minimize the expenditure of Input Output (I/O) 
time, and the storage space needed for plotting operations. 
Although none of the programs of this investigation were initially 
designed as curve fitting programs, it was necessary to curve fit the 
theoretical single step response to the experimental results (Appendix IX). 
Consequently CFRICT and CFRIC2, the measured striction, and VFRICT, and 
VFRIC2 the calculated viscous friction (Appendix VII) were modified in 
the program MODELP. This modification was determined by arbitrary curve 
fitting procedures, including the reduction of the striction coefficient 
and the manipulation of the viscous friction coefficients. These modi-
fications were made in successive program utilizing the system equations 
(Appendices VIII, IX, and X). 
Separatrix Determination 
The separatrix for a second order damped system precisely defines 
the regions of stability for that system. In the case of two coupled 
• • 
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second order systems, a true separatrix cannot be determined. However, 
if the rotor is viewed as an isolated second order system, it is possible 
to view the reaction of the load and the torque due to an active stator 
phase as a unusual forcing function for the second order rotor system. 
Under this viewpoint, it is possible to define a pseudo separatrix for the 
system as a whole which corresponds to the separatrix of the rotor. This 
pseudo separatrix is defined in terms of the rotor state variables, and 
defines regions of stability for the coupled system in terms of those 
variables. 
When a single stator phase is active, an unstable system node 
exists 22.5 degrees of rotor rotation away from the aligned configuration 
for that phase. The program SEPTRX calculates the motor separatrix 
(system pseudo separatrix) by solving the system differential equations 
in reverse time, beginning at the unstable node (see Appendix I). Prior 
to the solution of the separatrix problem, the differential equations are 
manipulated utilizing a method suggested by Stoker (8). Although Stoker 
does not deal with this point, in actuality, the system can reach the 
unstable node point only in infinite time. Consequently a linearization 
about the unstable node point is necessary. This linearization provides 
the initial slope of the motor trajectory at the node point. Utilizing 
this slope, the first point is calculated back in time using the Runge-
Kutta scheme. The program which executes these manipulations and dis-
plays the solution is presented in Appendix X. The method of solutions 
should be general, however, Stoker does not recommend use of the Runge-
Kutta procedure, which may be restrictive. The results of SEPTRX were 
displayed as computer print out and as a computer plot (see Appendix IX). 
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The two identical traces of the separatrix for the motor state vector for 
a particular stable focus (spiral node) will bound a stable region for 
that focus. To obtain these stability bounds, the separatrix was solved 
(by SEPTRX) for a set of motor and load parameters and then shifted to 
the proper position for the stable focus under study, 
Stability Investigation 
The main impetus for the digital investigation is contained in the 
program SOLVE and its accoutrements, the subroutines FCN, FUNG, VOLTAG, 
READER, SEPTRX, MOTPSN, STABIL, and FREQCY (Appendices VIII, IX, and X). 
SOLVE, the main program functions as a calling program. It sequences 
and controls the operation of the various subroutines. SEPTRX, and 
MOTPSN are subroutines manufactured from previous main programs (MODELP 
and SEPTRX). FUNG and FCN are equivalent usages of the subroutines for 
state variable manipulation. VOLTAG is a modification of the single step 
version to permit multiple step operation as discussed above. READER is 
an input subroutine which concentrates all data manipulation in one sub-
routine. It is a dual entry point routine with a secondary entry at the 
point RESET* Entry into the subroutine at the point RESET causes the 
values of initialized variables to be reset. Such parameters as torque, 
time, phase current, etc. must be reset for each system run. STABIL is 
a processing program which compares the motor state variables at the time 
a successive step command is expected to the separatrix for a proper focus. 
The proper stable focus is selected by the subroutines VOLTAG, and 
SEPTRX. VOLTAG controls the number of steps to be taken while SEPTRX 
adjusts the separatrix to the focus for the number of step commands input. 
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The comparison in STABIL which determines system stability is accom-
plished by comparing the velocity and position of the rotor to the 
previously selected separatrix at the time mentioned above. This 
determines stability of the system as a whole since the separatrix 
forms a bound for the stable region in the two dimensional state space 
of the rotor. This bounded area in two space is a projection of the 
four dimensional stable region of the coupled motor and load. 
In this investigation five successive steps of rotor position 
were used, that is modeled in MOTPSN. Consequently the stable focus 
of interest is around the sixth step command position of 90 degrees. 
If the motor state vector is within the stable region around 90 degrees, 
subroutine STABIL outputs a positive one. The variable name for this 
output is STABLE. FREQCY, the next referenced subroutine is a frequency 
adjusting routine. 
If STABLE (the variable) indicates a stable frequency, the pulse 
frequency is increased prior to recalculation of the motor state vector 
in MOTPSN. If an unstable frequency is indicated, (STABLE equal to minus 
one) the pulse frequency is decreased. As it is currently written, FREQ 
does not converge. A shift in the position of DELTA in the subroutine 
READER (to a point prior to the RESET entry point) would yield convergence. 
The nonconvergence caused an oscillation about the maximum predicted 
stable frequency for the lowest stable frequency region. The predictions 
of this program were tested for one set of experimental systems. This 
limited testing was necessary due to the excessive computer time re-




The following discussion follows the same format as the previous 
two chapters . The results for each segment of those chapters will be 
discussed sequentially and related to the overall aims of the investiga-
tion. However, it is important to note that a result not directly 
related to either experimentation or digital modeling was observed. As 
has been previously discussed, the digital programming and the experimen-
tal investigation proceeded concurrently. Thus early in the study, a 
commitment was made to the digital solution of multiple coupled differen-
tial equations as a system model. The pursuit of simultaneous inquiry 
into these cross related areas resulted in a somewhat inflexible research 
program. Since the experimental results were prerequisite to the final 
programming runs, this inflexibility was not apparent until the final 
stages of the investigation. At this point the excessive computer time 
demands of the Runge-Kutta integration approach were obvious. This time 
demand ranged upward from two minutes of U 1108 processing time for the 
solution of a single inertia load, spring rate system under the program 
SOLVEB While this in itself is not excessive, it is the minimum time for 
one of the 20 systems investigated experimentally. As the stable pulse 
frequency decreased, the computer time required expanded linearly at a 
high rate. Consequently only a minimum number of systems could be studied, 
due to computer time limitations, using this approach. The results for 
the limited number of systems which were analyzed under SOLVE are presented 
•• 
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below. The fact of interest is that Runge-Kutta solution of the numerous 
differential equations involved is too slow for wide application of this 
approach. 
Discus ion of Experimental Results 
The preliminary investigation was primarily concerned with 
ascertaining the value of the inductance of the motor in the maximum and 
minimum L configurations. The results show that the vol' >e (and current) 
response times are at least an order of magnitude lower than the response 
of the mechanical system. As Robinson (9) points out, this implies that 
it should be possible to eliminate the current equations from the digital 
model. However, a review of the printed results of the modeling program 
resulted in the decision to retain the current variation in the system 
model. It was clear that the varying inductance in the motor made 
current perturbations more significant than in the case studied by 
Robinson, particularly in the first few steps of the Runge-Kutta inte-
gration (see Appendix IV). 
The output of the photocell transducer is sketched in Figure 9, 
and the results of this transducer sensing are presented in Appendix V. 
There are several points to discuss pertaining to the output of this trans-
ducer under single step excitation. As was the case of the preliminary 
investigation, these results were primarily of interest in the determi-
nation of significant modeling parameters for the digital programming. 
The log decrement, the damped natural frequency, and the decay time follow-
ing a single step command were determined from the photographs of system 
response. These parameters are displayed in Table 5. The singxe step 
experimentation also verified the two independent transducers sensing 













-3 10 sees 
0.0 00 448.799 .19641 139.3 160 > 
3.1773 00 362.792 .17473 194.6 180 
2.425 .533 150.571 .16502 209.8 215 
n 1.066 173.78 .43371 236.6 250 > 
it 2.133 208.299 .23411 258.9 280 > 
ti 4.267 251.267 .20103 287.5 270 
5.5423 00 316.970 .20644 280.4 210 
4.791 .533 125.947 .39051 225.0 230 
it 1.066 144.960 .34660 241.1 240 
H 2.133 160.223 .25358 275.0 280 > 
it 4.267 208.190 .23518 275.0 280 
25.472 00 171.64 .14544 571.4 520 
24.720 .533 67.344 .31252 517.9 610 
it 1.066 75.667 .233921 580.4 610 > 
n 2.133 90.275 .15095 700.0 700 > 
ii 4.267 108.951 .15743 714.3 720 > 
27.838 
27.838 00 162.147 .14684 666.1 510 
27.091 .533 64.47 .34671 496.4 500 
it 1.066 73.154 .2144 610.7 610 > 
ti 2.133 86.03 .17031 732.1 740 > 
ti 4.267 100.531 .16406 753.6 755 
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system vibration., The photocell and shutter provided a precise position 
sensing device. The magnetic vibration transducer provided a means of 
checking the time response of the phototransducer. Correlation of these 
two pickups was not possible since the magnetic device was velocity sensi-
tive* However in evaluating the position sensing apparatus, the dis-
agreement between the two devices regarding decay time was negligible. 
The Multiple Step response results sought by the second segment of 
the investigation are presented in Table 6. The maximum stable frequencies 
for each region under study are actually the limiting frequencies as the 
command pulse frequency increases. Jump discontinuity in the frequency 
response was observed in determining these results, however only the 
increasing frequency stable limits were photographically recorded. The 
results confirm the existence of regions of stability bounded by unstable 
frequencies. It was found that a system could reach a stable excitation 
region bounded by unstable frequencies without unstable operation* When 
the input command frequency is constantly increased past the unstable 
frequencies, the motor remains in a stable mode of operation. The accel-
eration imposed by this procedure on the rotor and load drags the rotor 
through the unstable region. In this case the lag angle never becomes 
excessive and unstable operation is avoided. Included in Table 6 are 
the number of oscillations following a step command, prior to a succeeding 
command. This number is a qualitative measure of the nearness of the 
slew region of operation. In the slew region, no rotor oscillation will 
be observed. These results are also displayed in Figure 12, which demon-
strates the interrelation of the spring rate, command frequency, and stable 
frequency limits for one load system. 
Table 6. Multiple Step Response Results 
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Figures 10 and 11 sketch the output display which was utilized in 
determining system stability. Figure 10 is a maximum stable frequency 
observed for the system indicated in stable region 1. Figure 11 is the 
same system, excited'' by a different frequency. The unusual response 
exhibited by Figure 11 should be compared to the response shown in 
Figure 28 of Appendix X. The same system is shown in each figure at 
slightly different frequencies. It was not possible to pursue the inter-
esting similarity of these responses, however the resemblance lends 
credence to the capabilities of the digital model. 
Discussion of Programming Results 
The essential results of the digital programming effort are 
included in Appendices V, VIII, and X, and their accompanying figures. 
The modeling procedures surrounding the single step response have already 
been discussed and they are amplified in the pertinent Appendices (I, IV, 
VI, VII). The curve fitting results are displayed for two examples in 
Appendix VIII and finally in Appendix V. These plots are adequate to con-
vey the success of the modeling adjustments made in the experimentally 
and theoretically determined parameters. The separatrix determination 
and its results are contained in Appendices IX and I. The results for 
these studies while significant will not be further discussed since for 
the purpose of this investigation, they were preliminary to the results 
obtained from the program SOLVE. The main program SOLVE brought the 
diverse elements mentioned above together in an attempt to digitally 
predict system instability. 
The results of the SOLVE program are not conclusive, since they 
are incomplete. However, they are indicative of the success of the 
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procedure followed for the systems tested. These results are noted in 
Table 6, and indicate a high degree of correlation between the observed 
maximum stable frequencies for the first stable region and the frequencies 
predicted by the modeling comparison controlled by SOLVE* Under SOLVE, 
the digital model and the pseudo separatrix for the system are compared 
and a determination made on this basis of the system stability. It 
should be noted that the system of programs controlled under SOLVE 
selects the bounds for the stable frequency without manipulation by the 
programmer. As presented in Table 6 (under the heading "Theoretical 
Stability Limits), these results bracket the experimentally determined 
stability limits. However, in order to minimize the time required to 
converge to these bounds, a frequency near the experimentally determined 
maximum stable frequency was selected as a program starting point. It 
is still open to question how well this set of programs would predict 
stability for the system if the starting point was selected in a region 
bounded by unstable frequencies or at an extremely high value of step 
command frequency. Alternatively for the results which were obtained, 
the motor state vector lies close to the separatrix for the lower or 
upper limit determined by the program, depending on which limit is 
closer to the experimentally determined value. That is, the distance 
between the point in two dimensional state space which represents the 
motor state, at the time a succeeding step command is expected, and 
the nearest point of the system separatrix, is small. The system 
separatrix bounds the stable foci of the motor space, consequently a 
small difference implies that the values determined are near the limit 
possible for this program. Differences ranged from a minimum of 0.045 
m m 
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to a maximum of 1.4 radian per second. Intuitively the program should 
converge to these limits, however, as noted above this has not been 
demonstrated. In selecting the frequency bounds, the program was within 
five pulses per second of the experimental values. This result is the 
best possible with the convergence scheme used. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter contains conclusions of a general nature which are 
supported by the results presented in Chapter V. The discussion will 
deal with the single step and the multiple step investigations in 
that order. 
Conclusions From the Single Step Investigation 
The conclusions which pertain to this area of investigation 
are preliminary to the discussion of multiple step comments. However 
the results of the single step response and model are interesting in 
their own right. The results demonstrate the direct dependence of 
system response decay time on system loading and flexibility. The 
decay time increased from a minimum of 139.3 milliseconds for the 
unloaded motor to a maximum of 753 milliseconds for the flexibly 
couped highest inertia system. Response decay time increases with 
decreasing flexibility; however the rigid coupling does not conform 
to this trend in all cases studied. The damped natural frequency 
observed increases with decreasing flexibility for all systems tested. 
The log decrement is dependent on both flexibility and the loading of 
the system. Higher loading decreased the log decrement as did increased 
rigidity in the coupling. The effective use of photocell transducer 




The modeling of the system single step response conforms to the 
observed response more precisely in the first few oscillations than in 
the final milliseconds of the decaying response. Modeling accurary in 
the first segment of the response is demonstrated by the computer plots. 
This matching appears to be a random function, i.e. it was not possible 
to correlate the matching precision and the systems under study. The 
feasibility of computer plotting of both experimental and theoretical 
results is demonstrated by the multiple plots of system response. Also 
demonstrated is the feasibility of utilizing the computer plotter for 
curve fitting, although this was not efficiently done in this investi-
gation. The curve fitting procedures required to produce a good fit to 
the experimental results implies that the determination of modeling 
parameters for a coupled system requires further study. The match 
between the unloaded motor predicted response and the experimentally 
determined response indicates that in this case the procedures discussed 
were adequate. The mismatch displayed in other systems indicates that 
a better curve fitting approach is required. 
Conclusions from the Multiple Step Investigation 
The single step investigation formed the basis for the determina-
tion of the modeling parameters used in the multiple step model. Thus 
the quality of the matching in the first few oscillation of the single 
step response was of critical importance to the multiple step analysis. 
For the model used, the results indicate that the modeling was adequate. 
From the experimental results, it is clear that the maximum stable fre-
quency for a system increases with increased rigidity and decreases with 
increased load for each stable region of excitation. It is important to 
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note that the nonlinear nature of the system caused jump discontinuities 
in the frequency response. The results presented are for an increasing 
command pulse rate. In all cases, the rigidly coupled system is unstable 
at a frequency farther from the slew frequency than any of the flexibly 
coupled systems, as is indicated by the number of oscillations between 
step commands. The modeling for all systems of the multiple step 
response are not correlated with the results of the experimentation. 
However, the computer plots shown for the single system examined in-
dicate that the response predicted by the Multiple Step model will 
correlate well with the Multiple Step experimental results. This is 
due to the good agreement between the single step results and model. 
For the systems studied under the program SOLVE in an attempt to pre-
dict unstable regions, the region is bracketed to within five pulses 
per second by the program. In four cases, the bracket was upward, that 
is the observed maximum stable frequency formed the lower bound of the 
bracket interval. In one case, the program determined bracket was 
limited at the higher frequency by the experimental value. In each 
case, the distance between the rotor state vector and the separatrix 
was less than 1.4 radians per second at the frequency boundary nearest 
to the experimentally determined maximum stable frequency. The differ-
ence between the maximum stable frequencies bounding stable regions 
one and two decreased as the inertia load increased. This difference 
is a qualitative indication of the breadth of the stable region of 
operation. A final conclusion regarding the multiple step modeling 
and the stability determination is the inadequacy of the Runge-Kutta 
method for solution of the multiple differential equations involved 
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in this approach. The extravagant computer time demands of this 
approach (R-K integration) severely restricts its use for solution 
of a large number of systems. 
Recommendat ions 
The experimentation and modeling results open a wide range of 
possibilities for continued investigation. The general nature of this 
study leaves a large number of specific questions unanswered. On the 
theoretical level, several other approaches should be investigated. Par-
ticularly the use of Matrix state theory and the accompanying theorems on 
stability to define the stability limits for this system, and the use of 
a digital-analog model for the system should be investigated. Although 
the cost of such a model may be prohibitive, the results should be very 
indicative of the system response. The improvements on the method pre-
sented is relatively straightforward. A faster method of determining 
the system response either by a different solution scheme for the differ-
ential equations or by a different digital model is required prior to 
widespread use. One possibility for the improved model would be a 
direct curve fit to the single step response. A damped sinosoid 
should be definable for the response which would be adequate for the 
multiple step model. However a nonlinearity must be retained in the 
model for the definition of the separatrix which is influenced by the 
coupling of the load and the motor. Also an improved convergence 
technique for the alteration of command pulse frequency when the state 
vector is near the system pseudo separatrix is required. Finally the 
difficulty in defining experimentally the descriptive parameters of 
coupled differential equations suggests that further investigation into 
this area would be of interest. 
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APPENDIX I 
The development of the equations describing the system is reserved 
for Appendices IV and VI; however it is appropriate to present at this 
point the mathematics supporting the FORTRAN programs SEPTRX and SOLVE 
which contain the theoretical predictions of this thesis. The deter-
mination of a two-dimensional separatrix for a four-dimensional system 
is a contradiction in terms. However since the system stability criterion 
is based on the values for the rotor state vector at a particular time, 
the following approach was deemed feasible. 
The motor and the flexibly coupled load may be described by the 
following four state differential equations. 
d x i _ 
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•e x- equals the motor position, x equals the motor velocity, x~ 
equals the load position, and x, equals the load velocity. 
Dividing equations 2, 3, and 4 by equation 1 yields (as suggested 
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by Stoker (8) ). 
d x2 _ T (V VF1 X2 "CF1 Ul K (X1 " X 3 ) 
dx1 Jx2 Jx2 Jx2 Jx2 
dx3 _ x4 
(5) 
dxx x 2 
dx4 -CF2 u 2 VF2 x 4 K (x3 - x±) 
d^ " J^l ~ J i x 2 " ~ 2 
(6) 
(7) 
These equations (5, 6, 7) are amenable to solution by digital integra-
tion with the integration in terms of x1, except for the lack of initial 
conditions. Only one set of initial conditions are available for the 
separatrix trajectory. The state vector values are known at any 
unstable equilibrium point, located 22.5 degrees from a stable aligned 
equilibrium configuration. In order to reach this point, the system 
velocity must decrease to zero over infinite time, while on the separatrix 
trajectory. By linearizing around the unstable point and stepping (inte-
grating) in reverse time, a solution may be achieved . The linearization 
yields an initial value for the slope of the separatrix trajectory, 
which permits computation of the values of the state vector at a time 
short of infinity. The reverse time integration permits the value of 
the position of the rotor to be the integration variable under control 
of the Runge Kutta program. 
Let x = .6544995 x = 0.0 
Xo = .6544995 x. = 0.0 
3 4 
Linearization of equation 5 implies 
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0.0 0.0 
dx -3-J&z~r VF1 GF1 
d x i J-JL2 J J-*r J-*f 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
(8) 
Due to the Coulomb Friction term, the trajectory approaches the x. axis 
along a perpendicular asymptote. Therefore this linearization will not 
yield the necessary starting points for the Runge-Rutta integration. 
Assume that the Coulomb friction is negligible at velocities close to 
zero on the perpendicular asymptote. Linearization about one of these 
points (x1 - x„ - .6544995; x = 0.0) yields: 
0.0 0.0 
j*-&^r VF1 Kfctj *j) 
dx_ * - -7- - -= dx- (9) 
2 J x J J x 1 
Therefore values for the result of the first step of the Runge-Kutta 
integration is given by: 
= -VF1 H 
X2,l J 
where H is the step decrement on the rotor position variable. The 
Program SEPTRX which implements this scheme is presented in Appendix IX. 
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APPENDIX II 
The usage of phototransducers is a complex and fascinating field 
of such scope that only a few remarks pertinent to their usage in this 
investigation are germane. The photocell used was rectangular, while 
the motion under study was rotational and therefore circular. Use of 
a circular shaped mask on the surface of the cell was considered in 
order to overcome this difficulty. However this implies that the cell 
is sensing positional variation in a range from full illumination of 
the sensitive area to complete masking of that area. At either extreme, 
the cell behaves nonlinearly. That is the voltage (or current output) 
is not proportional to the cell area remaining exposed. To overcome 
this problem common to photocell sensing devices two techniques were 
used. 
The first technique, which is alluded to in the text, utilized 
a shunt resistor to ground in order to increase the cell current flow 
as the area illuminated varied. This technique merits further investi-
gation, since a marked improvement in cell linearity was obtained by 
this approach. In conjunction with the shunt technique, the noise 
level normally associated with the use of photosensitive devices was 
reduced significantly by shielding all cable carrying sensing signals, 
and by working in D.CU source light only. This eliminated 60 cycle 
noise almost completely and reduced the effect of system noise to a 
negligible level. 
The use of a rectangular cell without surface masking is justified 
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by examining the actual area variation as a function of the swept angle. 
As shown below, the area masked (covered by the shutter) varies as a 
combination of tangent functions. At fifteen degrees (.2618 radians) 
the tangent of fifteen degreen is .2679, a deviation of .0061 from a 
linear function of the angle. Examination of the cell and shutter 
used indicates that this is the theoretical deviation from linearity 
for the phototransducer. 
Computation of the sensitive area was simplified by elimination 
of the upper and lower triangles of the cell which were either always 
masked or always exposed. Thus the area considered sensitive was a 
trapezoid swept by a shutter aligned with the centerline of this area. 
Let j = Distance from the centerline of the shaft to the 
inside cell edge. 
r = Distance from the centerline of the shaft to the 
outside cell edge. 
9 = Angular variation of the shutter from the zero at 
at the upper triangle edge (if shutter is below 
cell centerline, 9 = 45 degrees tan (9) = 1). 
0 = Angular variation of shutter below centerline 
(0 = 0.0 if the shutter is above centerline). 
As the shutter is rotated from the 9 = 0 position past the cell 
centerline, the sensitive area swept out will be given by 
Area = h (r2 - j2) tan 9 + % (r2 - j2) tan 0 (11) 
Neither angle exceeds 14 degrees (tan 9 - .25) of variation around the 
centerline of the cell since the cell dimensions dictate tan 9 -
max 
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.75/r and for the system implemented r - 3.0, j - 1.875. This yields, 
for the area function describing the sensing area: 
Area =2.79 (tan 9 + tan 0) (12) 
Therefore the cell area masked by the sweep of the shutter is a fairly 
linear function of the sweep angle (which equals 9 + 0 ) of the shutter. 
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APPENDIX III 
The calculation of the inertial loads and the spring rates for 
the system are straightforward. The presentation of the equations used 
for these parameters needs no amplification or discussion. However the 
calculations for the inertia of the shutter is a more interesting problem 
which merits complete development. The effect of the shutter inertia is 
marked in this system and points up the fact that in any experimentation, 
the interaction between the measuring apparatus and the parameter mea-
sured must be studied. 
Shaft Inertia 
I = % M R 2 (13) 
a s s 
= % l P i R 2 p R 2 (14) 
s s 
Load Inertia 
Let M = Total mass; as if the slug were solid 
M. = Mass removed in drilling V O.D» hole 
M = Measured mass of the slug 
p = M /(Pi 1 (R 2 - R.2)) (15) 
^ x o l 
It = \ K R
 2 - h M. R.2 (16) 
1 t o 1 1 
Let r = Radius of mounting shaft 




q = Point of contact between the shaft and the dual knife 
edge support (instant center of rotation). 
9 - Angular variation of shutter„ 
M = Mass of shaft. 
s 
Msh = Mass of shutter. 
f = natural frequency == w /2Pi 
The shutter inertia was calculated as if the shaft was eccentrically 
loaded by an inertia concentrated at the center of gravity for the shutter. 
The shaft was supported on parallel knife edges and the natural frequency 
of the shutter and shaft determined. These measurements and the calcula-
tions below yielded the shutter inertia (see (10) and (11)). 
d29 
M = 1 ~ = -M , g (R + r) sin 0 (17) 
q q dt2 sh 
Approximating sin 9 by 9 yields 
I + M .g (R + r) 9 = 0 (18) 
q sh 
Solution of this differential equation implies 
9 = A sin (M * T




2 - M (R + r) /ons 
Wn " M s h S I ( 2 0 ) 
q 
Applying the parallel axis theorem for inertias, 
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I = 1 - M r2 - M UR
2 
o q s sh 
M , g (R + r) 
T _ sh  
w 
2 2 
M r - M ,R 
s sh 
n 







= 13.69 r/s M u 
sh 
= 2.11 
r = .125 in M 
s 
= 4.99 
R = .15 in 
w 
n 
= 13.404 r/s M u sh 
= 2.6 
r = .125 in M 
s 
= 30.3 
R = 1.2 in 
Spring Rates 
The calculation of spring rates are based on standard formulas. 
These equations indicate that the flexure of the system was located 
entirely in the springs designed for the purpose of providing flexible 
coupling. All other shafts capable of flexible reaction acted rigidly 
under the small shear loads imposed by the system. For the springs 
used: 
R = .0225 in o 
G ~ Shear modulus 10.6 .10 psi 
G I 
K = "X" 
° = (10.6) (PiRQ
4) (106)/2 
K = 4.267331440/1 





In order to derive the descriptive differential equations for 
a step motor system, two simplifying assumptions were made. First, 
each phase or stator winding was analyzed as if it constituted a 
singly excited electrical system. Second, the inductance for each 
phase was assumed to be a function solely of the rotor position relative 
to the active phase. Clearly the second assumption is a consequence of 
the first, since for a singly excited coil, the only variation in 
inductance results from the movement of the rotor in the field of the 
coil. For a singly excited coil with a single low retentivity rotor 
pole in its magnetic field, the inductance will be given by 
L = L + L0 cos 0 (25) 
t 2 
where theta is the positional variation from the aligned position as 
shown in Figure 13. The two independent terms of the inductance may 
be associated with the constant air gap reactance and the varying 
reluctance caused by the rotor motion. For the multipolar stator and 
rotor configurations normally associated with step motors, this in-
ductance equation must be modified. There are two methods of justifying 
this modification. Empirically, the multiple null points associated 
with several rotor and stator poles must be accounted for since there 
will exist several positions where reluctance is minimized and torque 
output is zero. Alternately, some means must be found to accomodate 




Figure 13- Schematic Singly Excited Coil 
Figure m - Schematic of Rotor and Stator Poles 
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polar system (12). For a motor with eight rotor poles and twelve stator 
poles, eight electrical radians equal one mechanical radian. Thus the 
inductance becomes: 
Lfc = L + L2 cos (n0) n = 8 (26) 
In general n will be given by: 
n = 2 Pi/(s a) (27) 
s ~ number of phases 
a = size of step angle 
As is shown in Figure 13, the rotor is displaced from phases 2 and 3 by 
plus or minus fifteen mechanical degrees when the rotor is aligned with 
phase 1. Theta, the angular displacement will be measured from this 
equilibrium position. Thus the inductance for phases two and three 
will be given by: 
For 2 L + L2 (cos (n© - n 15)) (28) 
For 3 L + L2 (cos (n© - n 15)) (29) 
The constants L and L must be determined experimentally for a specific 
motor. However they may be evaluated as: 
L + L_ = L (30) 
2 max 
L " H * Lmin (31) 
From the experimentation surrounding the initial investigation, 
the values for L and L_ may be calculated. These response time for the 
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voltage in the aligned and 22.5 degrees out of alignment configurations 
are T- = 160 \i, sec, T = 74 |x sec. 
Thus 
L - T Res. (32) 
Implies 
L = 3.2 mH 
max 
L . = .668 mH 
m m 
Therefore, L equals 1.934 mH and L equals 1.266 mH. 
As noted above, the current voltage relationship for each phase is 
assumed to be independent of the currents active in the remaining phases. 
Thus the application of Kirchoff's voltage law for the winding circuit 
implies: 
V = R i + f ^ (33) 
d t 
- R 1 + & # ) + i ^ 04) 
where L(9) represents the complex inductance term. The second term on 
the right of equation 34 denotes the transformer or self induced elec-
tromotive force, while the final term represents the back EMF due to 
the changing rotor position. Inserting the previously derived equations 
for inductance, the equations describing the currents in each of the 
three phases are: 
1 rlQ 
V- = R i + —T- (L + L0 cos (89)) - i1 8 L_ sin 89 77 (35) 1 1 dt 2 1 z at 
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di ,g 
V = R i + -~r (L + L_ cos (89))- i 8 L. sin 80 ̂ 7 
2 Z dt 2 2 2 dt 
(36) 
V3 = R i3 + dT" (L + L2 C ° S (89)) " i3 8 L2 S i n (89) dt 
(37) 
These equations must be solved simultaneously for the transient currents 
in each of the stator phases as long as these transients are significant, 
The torque output of a single phase of a variable reluctance step 
motor converts the electrical energy input to useful mechanical energy. 
The value of the torque output is determined by considering the energy 
stored in the magnetic field of the air gap and the conservation of 
•fill equal the increase 
in energy stored in the filled plus the mechanical work done. The 
electrical energy input is given by: 
energy. Clearly the input electrical enerj 
d(W ! ) = i 7- dt 
elec dt 
(38) 
X = L(0) i (39) 




When the phase current i is a constant value (implicitly assumed in 
equation 41), the energy stored in the field of the excited phase 
will be given by: 







The mechanical work done will be 
dW =T d9 
mech 
(44) 
The mechanical work must equal the difference of the input electrical 
energy and the energy stored in the field. 
dW . mecr i = i
2 d (L(9)) - h i2 d (L(9)) (45) 
Td9 = h i2 d (L(0)) (46) 
i .2 d(L(9>) 
T 2 x d0 
(47) 
The above equations coupled with the induction equation and the current 
voltage relationship >s provided a model of the torque output for each pole 
of the excited phase When the phases are energized sequentially, the 
output torques will sum algebraically to yield: 
T X = -4 i1
2 L2 sin (89) (48) 
T2 
= -4 i2
2 L2 sin (89 - 120) (49) 
T3 
= -4 i3
2 L2 sin (89 + 120) (50) 
T = T + T + T„ 
tot 1 2 3 
(51) 
Obvious sly the units of the torque must be adjusted to norma lly acceptable 
mechanical un its thi. is, 
2 Henry _ . . 
amp "- ;•'- watt sec 
rad 





The figures included in this appendix need only minimal dis-
cussion. Plotted on the first two figures (15-16) are the theoretical 
state space response and the time response for the unloaded motor. 
As in the following figures, the time response included both the 
digitally predicted response and the experimentally determined response. 
The derivation of the modeling equations used which began in Appendix 
IV is further amplified in Appendices VI and VII. The program which 
executed the plotting routine and solved the digital model is pre-
sented in Appendix VIII. 
These figures are the culmination of the curve fitting which was 
discussed in the text and is further discussed in Appendix VII. As 
such they represent the best approximation by the digital model to 
the actual system response to a single step command which was achieved 
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The unloaded motor, that is the system with no external load, may 
be described as a single rotational inertial acted upon by a complex 
torque, and opposing viscous and Coulomb friction. The equation des-
cribing this system may be determined by examination of Figure 22. 
That is, 
H2ft 
T (G) = J % * + CF1 
dt dt 
/ ~ + VFl ~ + K (9 -
dt dt 
,) (54) 
Equation 54 will be applicable if the load and motor are rigidly connected, 
The values for CF1, VF1 and J will change when this type of loading is 
tested, but the format for the equation will remain unchanged. When the 
motor is flexibly coupled to the load the spring rate is non zero and 
a second descriptive differential equation is necessary in order to 
model the system. 
Jxd
2e 





+ VF2 — + K (0 - 9) 
dt dt 
(55) 
It is obvious that equations 51 and 52 are the classical representation 
of the state differential equations presented in Appendix I. The 
resemblance between the system and a damped pendulum is more clearly 
shown in the classical format than in the state approach. The pen-
dulum analogy for a step motor is quite good if the shift in stable 
point with command input is recognized. That is, a step motor in 
! 
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the hold configuration resembles a pendulum possessing multiple stable 
foci. (The unloaded motor equation demonstrates this upon examination 
of the torque function.) When commanded to step, the stable point for 
the motor shifts by the displacement of successive stator phases. 
When the motor is flexibly coupled to the load, the analogy is less 
clear. The coupling of the motor inertia and the load inertia results 
in a fourth order system, which is difficult to model, particularly 
because of the digital nature of the torque function. For this reason, 
a digital computer was utilized to solve the system differential 




Stator Supplied Torque 
<r~ - • » 
Reaction of 
Inertial Load 
Figure 25. Free. Body Diagram: Forces Acting on Rotor 
- - - -. -_ 
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APPENDIX VII 
The equations presented in Appendices I and VI present some 
difficulties for the experimental definition of the model descriptive 
parameters- In the case of the unloaded motor, a relatively straight-
forward experimentation and data reduction scheme will yield the 
necessary parameters. In the case of the coupled system, a more 
complex approach is required. In either case, the experimental re-
sults referred to are the single step response photographs. By 
averaging successive overshoot and undershoot amplitudes, it was 
possible to determine the log decrement characteristic of the system 
tested* (12). At the same time, an average damped natural frequency 
was determined for the system photographed. The ratio of the ampli-
tudes yields: 
f = exp C% »n (t - tp) 
1TL 
(56) 
exp (^w^ (2Pi/wd)) 
The log decrement 6 is given by 
(57) 
5 = In (exp (t>w (2Pi/wd)) (58) 
From classical differential equation theory 
w ~ w ,/' 
n d JT-^ (59) 
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2 X w = VF / J (60) 
J n 
Consequently solving equation (58) for 6 yields 
Zlllln 
6 =J' + i (61) 
^T 
Solving equa t ion (61) for impl ies 
> = 7=F=7 
V4 Pi + 62 
From equation (60) 
VF = 2 % wn J (63) 






V4 P i 2 + 6 2 JF J2 




6 w J 
VF = —£ (66) 
Equation (66) defines the viscous friction for the second order motor 
differential equation in terms of experimentally measurable parameters 
M n M m m n 
Identical measurements were made for the coupled system, the 
above computations yielded a value for the viscous friction of the 
coupled system. Use of this value which will be referred to as V3 
for the system viscous friction would implicitly reduce the fourth 
order coupled system to a second order model. In order to derive 
parameter values for the fourth order digital model, it was assumed 
that V3 was a linear combination of VF1 and VF2, the motor viscous 
friction and the load viscous friction respectively. This assumption 
resulted in the curve fitting mentioned in the text. The value of 
the constant relating these three parameters was determined to be *75. 
Thus 
VF2 = V3 - .75VF1 (67) 
Concurrently curve fitting for the values of the coulomb friction was 
pursued. The initial guess for the value of the Coulomb friction was 
the measured value of the stiction. This investigation resulted in 
a reduction of the stiction value by a factor of .125 as a model for 
the Coulomb friction in each part of the system* Thus the Coulomb 




This appendix contains the program MODELP which plotted the 
curves of Appendix IV and was utilized to plot the curve fitting 
results* Results of two sample curve fits are also included. The 
subroutines which accompany MODELP are presented as a necessary 
adjunct to the main program. The subroutine VOLTAG is presented in 
two formulations. The first for the single step test program, the 
second for the multiple step analysis. These subroutines and the 
program MODELP were elements of the main program SOLVE. MODELP was 
altered by changing the control cards from a main program to a 
subroutine for use by SOLVE. Thus it is presented in its entirety 
here and is not repeated in Appendix X. The subroutine name for 
MODELP for use by SOLVE is MOTPSNi the two names are interchangeable 
with regard to programming referenced by each name. 
* • — 
Main Program (103)ELP 
DATA FDR THIS P:?0bKAM MUST BE In THE FOLLOWING ORDERl)RUNGE KUTTA 
DATA INCLUDE H>i3#TrFRt: Q*TOROUE» 7PLOHJ?) XCI) I=UPM$ 3) MOTOR INERTIA 
INCLUDE RIGIO COUPLlN.rCOULOMB ANI> VISCOUS FRICTION?LOAU INERTIA S 
'RATE* 4) LXHLKIEMLNTAI. RESULTS T ° B t PLOTTED 
CUMWON JfdLOAQfSPR, KfCFRlC2fwFRIt2»CFRICT»VFRICT 
DIMENSION IHUFl6oo,-i)*PSNPLT(i502)rTIMPLTa50.2)#VELPLT(1502)#TEXPLT 
li*b) »XiXPLT(-?b) 
DIMENSION X<7) *Rt7f4) rXS*7) ryBl(7)rXMl(7) 
INTEGtF EWJfc:xfî »COL-̂ T 
RE-AL JIJEOMU 
l" RtAD- iOOfHfH?T*FRE:^TORQUEf IpLOT '" 
H=2.0*H 
IM IPLCT«LE .0> GOTO 63 
100 FO,<,v,AT C 2 E 1 0 # 5 P 3 F 1 0 » S ? 13? 
RtAD X01».(X(I)fI=lr7) ' " ^ 
• 101 FORMAT (7F10#b) 
2 PKINT 20i*FK£0 
201 FORMAT I 2XrimiPULSt FREQUENCY IS tFXO.St6HP.P,5, ) 
PH'INT 202 
pKir/T '̂Ô SrTf (XM)f i=lfb)»T0RQUE»UU)rI=6f7) 
202 FORMAT CbX*^HUN".£?cX»i3HPHA5r CURRENT f 30Xr 5HR0TOR? 9X* SHROTOR, BX? 
16^T0R0UEfBXrtfHL0ADf inXf4HLOAn/3 8X?lHi#i3X?XH2f HXflHdflOXfBHPOSlTI 
lO^i 6X»CHVELoClTY,j8X,bHP0SlTl0Nf 6X,8HVEL0CITY) 
2Q3 FORMAT (lX?ElCu5?5cli*«a»E10,?p2X^El^,Bf lXrI3) 
'RtAD H:3PcifCFRXCP^Fr:iC?'JLO^G»SPPGKfCFRICT»VFRICTfOtL 
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ADJUST PARAMETER VALUES TO CONFORM TO THE 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, PEE TEXT FOR DISCUSSION 
CFRICT=CFRJCT*0.12< 
C^RIC2=CFRIC2*0.I2& 
P«INT ir0b»J»CFKlC2rVFRlc2f JLPADPSPRGK#CFRICT#VFRICT 
Ih(IPLOT»faTtO) REA . % 03,IPTS,(TEXPLT(I)#1 = 1 •1PTS3»(X1XPLTCI)»1=1?I 
1P1S) 
PKiNT 206# <T£XPLT(i) ' 1 = 1 U P T O » < XXXPLT(I) »1 = 11 IPTS) 
34* 206 FORMAT (lXrli£ll,5) 
1* c 
2 * c 
5* c 
4 * L 
5* 




1 0 * 
1 1 * 
1 2 * 
1 3 * 
1 4 * 
1 5 * 
1 6 * 
17* 
1 8 * 
19* " 
2 0 * _ 
2 1 * 
2 2 * 
2 3 * 
2 4 * __ 
£ 5 * 
2 6 * C 
2 7 * C 
2 6 * 
2 9 * 
3 0 * 
3 1 * 
3 2 * m 
"X T a , 
* ^ w » * 
3 5 * 
3 6 * 
3 7 * " 
3 8 * 
3 9 * 
4 0 * 
4 i * 
i f 2 * 
4 3 * 
£44* 
*fb*"~""" 
4 8 * 
if 7 * 
4-8* 
if 9 * 
5 0 * 
5 1 * 
5 2 * 
5 3 * 
6 4 * 
5 5 * C 
5 6 * C 
5 7 * 
5 8 * 
b 9 * 
6 0 * 
6 1 * 
6 2 * 
6 3 * _____ 
6 4 * 
6 5 * 
6 6 * 
6 7 * 
6 8 * 
6 9 * 
7 0 * " 










205 Ft'KMAT ( 7 E 1 4 s d ) 
U - ( S P K L K . G T . . l ) GOyO 8 
L O A O l - 4 ' 
H M D 2=5 
GOTO 9 
8 L ^ A D l - 6 
L'uAD2=7 " "' "~ " "~~" ' ' " 
9 V f R l C 2 = V F R I C 2 - F A C T * V F R l c T 
PKfNT 205» 'J fCFRlC2 ' ,VFRlc2VJL"oAO»SPRSK#CFRICT#VFRlCT" 
10 CONTINUE 
JPLOl CONIKOLS INPUT JOINTS FOR THE PLOTTING VECTORS? JPRI NT CONTROLS 
THE PRINTER OUTPUT. 
IF <dPLOT«iME.,3) eOTu 3,2 ' "" " •••-•• — 
J I J LOT-0 




I M COUlT.GE.lbOO) GOTO 50 














































BEGX^NlNfc OF TH£ RUNG,-
21 D^ 22 i=IM)Ex'£NDE* 
RtI?1)=FUNCCi*TtXrTORQUE'FREo>M) 
22 X!jU)—< (1)+H2*KCI?1) 
r^=T+f^ 
T=T+H 
2 7 QO 2 3 l= INDfcX ' tNOEX 
R l I f 2 ) - F U N C " ( I f l B r X - »TOUOUErFpEQfM) 
3 3 X W l ( I ) = X t I ) + H £ * R ( I f 2 ) . * 
' DO 2if l»lNDE;<»bNOCX 
Rt l»3 )=FUNC( - l fTHfXn i»T0RQUEtFREQ»M) " " "*" "~' ' '" " ' 
24 X t > ( I ) = X ( l ) - f H i £ R ( I f 3 ) 
DO 25 I = INOEx»tN0E"-
25 R(I?4)=FUNC(I?TPX8*T0RQUEfFR|rQ»M) 
00 26 I = lNDEx»c-NDEx 
26 X^l)=Xcl)^CH/be)*(j<I?i)+2**<R<I'2)+R(I*3))+R(l?4)} 
END Of THE RUNG" KUTTw ROUTINE 
THIS SUBSECTION PROVIDES FOR M O M I T O R I N G OF THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM 
VALUc-S OF THE. PoSirio, VECTOR 
IMA:}StXi-1i(4)-x<4) j •LT..150E-5) -GOTO 29 
'' IF < CXMIC4) .GT..XM; • ANU.XMIU) .GT.XU) ) «0R.(XMl(4) .LT,XM2.AND.XM1<' 
14^,LT#X(4))) GOTO 26 
""GOTO" 29 
28 PRINT 2 0 4 # T M A X > <XM] (J)* 1 = 1*5) * TORQUE# (XM1U) 11=6f7) »COUNT 
20^- FORMAT < IXr E.lQ• =>'5£J'**•&«• El0.5,1HM»IX*2E14,8*IX, 13) 
C^UNr^COUNI'+i 
TlMPLT'iCOUNT) =T "• 
PSNPLT(COUNT)=X(LOAOl) 
VtLPLTlCOUNT)=X(L0rt02) 
29 IF< COUNT.GE,1500) SOTO 50 
IF (Tt0i.3.7*:)EL) G-")TO 50 ' 
C'WSN='V]*PI/l2.0 





. 5 0 
109* 
HO* 




l i b * 103 
116* 
CONTINUE 
PKINT 103>M»COUNt "' 
TiMPLTtCOUNr+l)=0,o 
TlMPLTtCQUnT+2)~DEu 
PisNPLHCOUNr+l )=0 # 0 
pbf4PLrccoiir^T4-?J™o.,-o 
DO 30 K=lrIPTS 
XlXPLTtK)=XlXP«-T(Kj*PI/l80,0 
FORMAT ( • ) 
QVJQ Cblr5a?56?5Bfo05 flPl-OT 
The FORTRAN statements following this segment pertain to functions 
proprietary to California Data Products Corporationi as suchi they 
arm not included in this presentation 
1* " FUNCTION FUNC(I»T, ,fTOROUE*FpEQ>l*) 
2* COMMON J»JL0ADfSPRt.K?CFRlC2?vFRXC2»CFRICTfVFRICT 
""'3* DIMENSION X<7)#V«3) 
4* RLAL L*L2»K*J#JL0Au 
5* """"C "UNITS. L,L2 i.ENRIFS 
6* _. C H cHMS ' 
7* ' " C "'""' "" K LB IN 
6* C J iN,LB,SEC.(2) 
9* ' C VFRlcT ;N.LB.SEC. 
10*' C LFR1CT IN.LB, 
U * '" L=, 001934 
12* L2=.001266 
"13*"""" " R-20.0 
14* E^=(FLOAT (M)-.OOOOoOD/FREQ 
15* ~ "̂ Pi=3.1««lb9265 
ID* K~-8#85072*4t*L2*4f0 
17* EXp=2.t> 
18* _C_ THE SUBROUTINE vOLTAS GENERATES THE STATOR COIL VOLTAGE* 
19* IMM.EO.O) ISTOP=O 
20* 10 IM<T.&T.EM).ANU#(xSTOPtNE,lj) CALL VOLTAG(VrM#ISTOP> 
£1* " DO 15 11=1*3 
22* 15 Ih (XdD.LT^ltGE-j/O) X<II)=0.0 
23* BO 70 (l»2'3t^5,6r7 ) , I 
24* X A=&.*Xl4). 
2b* Fi»MC=(V(l)-KieX(l)+f.(l)*x«5)*.ft,*L2*SIN(A))/(L+L2*C0SCA)) 
26* RLTURN " 
27* 2 B=A-2.0*PI/3,0 
£&* " ' ruHC=(VC2)-.R*XC2UxC2}*Xc5)^B^L2*SlN(B))/(L4L2^C0SCB)) 
29* RETURN 
30* " 3 C~A+2,0*Pl/3fO .'" 
3 1 * F U N C = ( V ( 3 ) - R * X ( 3 ) + x ( 3 ) * x t 5 ) * f l . * L 2 * S I N ( C ) ) / ( L + L 2 * C 0 S ( C ) ) 
32* Rfc-TURN 
33* _ 4 FUNC=Xt5) 
34* "' " ~ Rf-TURN 
.35*._ ,,̂ , 5 TURKl=K*S lN(8* *X( i * ) ) *X< l>* *Ex .P * 
36* T0RK2=K*SXNt8«*X<<M~a.Q*Pl/3,C>*X<a)**EXP 
37* TORK3=K*S1N(8»*X(^)+2.0*PI/3,0)*X(3)**EXP 
38* 31 TUKQUE-T0RK1+T0RK24-T0RK3 
3 9 * . l M A B S l X l S ) > t G T t t l L - 2 5 ) GOTO 32 
4G* UniT= 0*0 
4 1 * Gt;TO 33 
4 2 * 32 Ui-.I7=At 5 t X ( b ) ) / X ( 5 ) 
4 3 * 33 F U f 4 C = T 0 R « * U E / J - C V F R 1 C T / J ) * X ( 5 ) - C C h R l C T / J > * U N l T - ( S P R G K / J ) * ( X ( ^ ) - X ( 6 
4 4 * ' X) ) 
4 5 * RETURN 
4 6 * ' " 6 ' FUNC=X17) 
4 7 * RLTURN 
4 6 * 7 X * - i A B S l X < 7 ) ) . 6 T . , l t : - 2 5 ) §0 To 34 
4 9 * U'JlT2=t)»0 
bO*""'" GOTO 3b " * ' -
5 1 * 34 U N I T 2 = A B S ( X ( 7 ) > / X ( / ) 
b 2 * 35 I h C A B S ( J L 0 A U } * G T # # | E - 2 5 ) GOTn 36 
5 3 * _ . FUrvjC=U*0 
5 4 * Rt.TURN 
b5* 3b FUNC=-lCFKIC2/OLOA-;.)*UNlT2-(sPRGK/JLOAD)*(X(6)-X(4) >-VFRlC2*X (7)/J 
bb* IL^AO 
b 7 * _ _ _ RETURN _ 
"b8* E^D 
00 
1* SUiROUTIHE: VOUTAG (VfM*l5T0P) 
2* DIMENSION VC3) 
'3* JHTEGEK H 
4* C UNITb. V(l),Vl2),V<3>r VO[TS 
5* I»- (M.Etf.O) IsTQP=l 
6* IMM,£v»-.0) N=1 
7* IMN.Nt.3) GOTO 11 
8* VU)=26. 
9* \M3)=0»0 
10* GOTO lb 
11* 11 1^ <NtNE«2) GOTO l£ 
12*' Vt2)=0»0 
13* VU>=2'% 
14* GOTO lb 
15* ~~ ' 12 IMN.Gf.,3) "N=0 
16* V<l)=0t0 
17* '"" Vt2>=:2-. 
la* v<3) = n.o 
19* " 15 'CONTINUE 
20* __ • M=M+1 
21* " "*N«N*1 ' 
22* PKJMT 401?V(i)'VC2)*V(3)*N»M 
23* " ^401 FORMAT (2Xf3F8,3?2I5) 
24* _ ^ __ Rt-TURN ._.. ..'.._ 
25* '" END 
1* SUBROUTINE VOLTAG CV?M?ISTOP> 
2* DIMENSION v<3) 
3* INTEGER N 
4* C UNITS* V(i)#V(2)rV(3)r VOtTS 
5* IF(M»EG»5) ISTOP=l 
6* IF ?ISTOP,F0*l) RETURN 
7* IF(M»EQ.O) Ns'l 
8* IF(N»NE.3) GOTO 11 
9* VCi)=28« 
10* V13)=0.0 
11* GOTO 15 
12* 11 IF (N.NE*2) GOTO 12 
13* .V<2>=0.0 
14* VC3)=28e 
IS* GOTO 15 
lb* 12 IF(N»6E«3) N=l 
17* VU) = 0,G 
15* V(2)=28# 
19* VC3)» 0.0 " 
20* 15 CONTINUE 
21* M-M+l 
22* N=N+1 
23* PRINT 401?vU) rVC2) »V(3) tHtM 
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APPENDIX IX 
Presented below are the program SEPTRX and the trace of the 
system pseudo separatrix for one sample system which this program 
produced. The accompanying subroutine FCN is also presented. The 
main program SEPTRX was necessary for the program SOLVE as a sub-
routine (as was FCN). Since a minor change of control cards exe-
cutes the alteration from main program to subroutine, the subroutine 
SEPTRX is not included in Appendix X. 
Plain Program SEPTRX 
~"i*~~ """""" COMMON TORQUf 'J,CF,<ICT*VFRXCjfCFRIC2*VFRIC2*SPR<5K, jLOAD'" " " 
2* Rt-At J»JLOAl) 
3*"~™~~~'DIMENSION X(.3) f R(3r^)VxBC3) tyDIO) rX!PLH780) #X2PLT(760) 
<f* DIMENSION IBUFf(50!iO) 
"'5*'" " I'RtAD X00?JfVFRICT,CFRICT»JLOADVVJ-RIC2fCFRIC2?SPRGK 
6* INTERSo 
7* " """ 2 RtAD XU l 'H rU fX l r JPLOT " " ' " 
8 * XOX FURrtAT ( 3 K X 0 , 5 f I 3 ) 
'" 9 * " " ' * PRINT 100fHrB?Xi? JpLOT '"̂  ~ ~"" " "*'" ~" '"'""~ ' ~ ~ • • - ••—• • - -
Xo* IF (JPLOT.LE.O) tiOTo 500 
XX* 100 FORMAT <" ' ) ' " ~ """"" ' " " "" '""""" " """"""" 
Xa* _ PKINT ^00rJfVFKlCTfCFRIcTtJLoADfVFRIC2fChRIC2fSPReK 
13* 200 FUR«ATt9X»lHJ#10X»s,HVpRICT»loX»6HCFRICTtl0Xf5HJLOAD»i0Xf6HVFRIC2f 
lM.'*""" " " XX0'X#6HCFRIC2»X0X»5t.SFRGK//7(?X*FXl<,7f3X)) " 
15* 201 FORMAT C4X?9,Hiv!0T0R PSN»8X?9HMOT0R VELrSXf8HL0AD P S N ^ X P S H L O A Q VEL? 
1 6 * ' " 18X#-6HT0RGuE:»8Xf5HC()UNT) 
17* _ 2 p 2 FORMAT • . < l X # 4 ( E 1 2 . 7 ^ X ) f E i p f 5 ^ X f l 3 » I 7 ) ' , 
18* INTER = 0 
19* _ 1^=0 
20* RtAD 1 0 0 » ( X ( I ) f i = 2 r 3 ) 
2 1 * ..... .... FACT-0,50 . • . . „ _ . . . 
2 2 * VI"RrC2=VhRIC2-FACT*VFRlcT 
23* _ _ „ ChRlCT=ChRICT*0»125 _„ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
24* ChRlC2=ChRlC2*0.12^ 
25* X U ) = (VFI<ICT/J)*,6.X 
26* Pi=3.1^1^9625 
27* TORQU =-B, 85072*^, o*» 00X266*^ »0*Xt«4**2#0*< SIN (8»*.6
(*i+^992-2t*PX/3t 
28* X ) ') 
29* PHI NT 201 
30*'" ~™ • X1PLT(1) = »65^49922 
3X* _ _ X2PLT(D=U.0 
32*'""""""" IPN'TS'sl "" "" """ •""—-
33* IPRINT=0 
34* PRINT 202rXlt(X(i)»i=i#3>ttbnQU 'IPNTS 
L 35* _ _ ~"H2=H/2tO _. __ _ 
1 36* II" <IPNTS,EQ.l) eOfO XX 
I 37* C BEGIN RUNfoE KUTTA 
I 3 6 * 3 IK < X l » l . r , - . 2 6 i 9 ) <,0f6 10 
[ J9* I^FERzXNfOm 
1 40* 4 DO 5 1 = 1 r 3 
L 4 1 * _ R ( I f l ) = F C N ( I f X l » X ) 
f" 4 2 * 5 XE*(I)=X(I)+H2*R(I# 'i") 
[ 43* Xlri^Xl-*H2 
f 44* " X1 = X1 + H 
I 45*. DO 6 1=1*3 
I 46* RtI*2)=F<-"N(I*XlB,Xe-> 
!_ 47* _ ^ 6 X t i l ( I ) « x a } + H 2 * R ( I ? 2 ) 
[ '"48* ' """"*" "DO 7 1 = 1 r3 
! 49* RtX^J-F^NCIfXXBfXBl) 
[ 50* ~ '7"X^(D=X(i)+H*R(I»3) "~" 
I 51* DO 8 1 = 1*3 
|~~ 52* •' "~3""RII »4)=Fi;NUVXi#X8) " 
! 63* DO 9 I = l r 3 
5 4 * " "9 X t D = X U ) + ( H/6 .0 ) *"( R'C X 7 1 7 + 2 7 Q * I'R*1,2RR Clij)") +R < | ",\)T 
55* C END OF RUNGfc. KUTTA 
b6*'"' *"""" "lPfUNT=IHRINT+l " " "~ " ' " """ ' " :" 
b7* IK ( I P N T S . L T . 8 ) GO*fO XX 
bO*""""""""*" " l h " ( I P R I N T . N E • 1 6 ) tjOTO 3 — — - ~ ~ ~ — ~ — - ~ - - - - - — - • 
69* XX IHMTS=1PNTS+1 
bo*' ™"C ~" "" X l P L T ( i P N T S ) = X l + ( M - l ) V . 2 6 I 7 9 q e 9 " " — ~ ~ " 
61* XiPLT(IPNTS)=Xl 
62* --"£—— • x2pl.T( IPNrS)=Xll) + (M-l)'*t26"l79969~""""™'"~""-""~"-""-* 
63* X*PLTUPNT5>=X(1) 
64*"" ~~" II-(XPNfS.EQ.746) GOTO JQ---—-—— - — - - • — — 
65* IPHlNT-0 
66* ~~ PHI NT i i02»Xlr CX('I")'r"I-l»3)"i"f0pQU""rlPNTSf INTER **" ~ 
6 7 * GOTO 3 
66*' """""' io~"CONTINUE 
69* _. PKINT 202#Xl»(X(I)f.I = lp3>tTOftSy iIPNTS _ 
mm^mmmm^mmmmaam 
I 
. _ _ 1 * _ _ __ FUNCTION FCN(I»XlfX> 
'"'"a*""-""* "COMMON TORQUt J,CF^'lCTfVFRICTrCFRr~C2»"VFRIC2t'SPReKr'jL0A0 
3* DIMENSION X(5) 
«*•'* RLAL J P J L Q A D " *~ ——-J" -"'"— 
5* T^RK=-*i.bb072*tf.0*,n01266*4«p*l^**2.0 
6* Pl=3.1-4159625 " - — - —• -- — 
7* _'___ ALPHA= tfl.*X1 -2.*Px/3.) __ _ _ __ __ 
6* TOR&U =TORK*SXN(ALpHA)""~" 
9* euro (i»2f3)fi _ 
' 10* ' "* T It (ABSIXU)) •GT,iE-25) OOTCTiT ""-*"—""" """" -"""— """ 
;' 11* UNIT=0»0 
. I ""'12*'" """""" GWTO' 12 """"" """"" '" * ——————--—-:-—-—-.-.—-— - -.——. 
! 13* _ ii u»"nr=Aiistx(i>)/x(i) 
'~'H* "' ~ " 12 FPN= TORQU/CJ*l+X(l)"T)-' VFRlcT*X< l')/f J*(+XC1)) 5• CFRICT*UNlT/iJ*C* 
15* 1XU)))-(J»PR6K*(ABS{X1)-ABS(X(2)).))/(J*(+X(l))> 
16* Rt-TURivj ^ '"""*"" " """ """'" 
17* Z FCN=x(3)/(+X(D) 
IS* — - -" RETURN ' " " —.------ - .-. .-- -~... - -
19* 3 IKA3SiX<3)).6T.lE-25) GOTO jl 
20*"" "~~ UNIT2=U,0 "~ ' ̂ '̂ " ~~"~" ̂  " *•---—•--—— — — - -.- - -
21* GOTO 32 
~~~" 22* "31"UNIT=A»35("X<3))/X(3) """"""" ""' ' " ' " """" " " """ "" " 
23* 32 IH-(ABS<JU0A0),GT.lfc:-25) GOTO 33 
: " 24*'"""" " FtN = o.O " """"" " """' "'" —— — — — — — — - -- -
25* .RtTUtfN 
26* ' ""33 FC^-(-CKRiC2*UNlT2)/<JL0AD*(4.XU)'))-SPRGK*(ABS«X(2))"ABS(Xl)r"/(aL 
27* 10AD*UX(l)))-.VFRIC^*X_(:3)/<JLoAD*UXCl))) 
~~ " 28* -~—" .RtTURN r • " '"  • ""'" " "' '""" "~ "" ""'"" '" 
L _.29*__ _ EK) v ^ 
*-
-1 .00 - 0 . 8 0 - 0 . 6 0 - 0 . 4 0 - 0 . 2 0 - 0 . 0 0 0.20 0.40 0.60 
POSITION IN RflDIflNS 
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Figure £5- Trace of System Separatrix 
APPENDIX X 
The final program which draws together the results of the 
majority of the digital investigation is presented in this appendix. 
The program SOLVE combines elements of every aspect of the digital 
modeling and the experimental parameter determination. From this 
program, the digitally predicted limits for the stability regions 
were obtained. Also included are the multiple response predictions 
obtained by use of the multiple step version of VOLTAG. These plots 
are visual representation of the vector variation which SOLVE 
operated upon in determining the system stability. 
M a i n P r o g r a m SOLVE 
~ 1 * ~ " " CO,.|-iOli J *CFRICr?VFRICTrJL0ADrCFRlC2?VFRl 'C ;2 f 5PRGK "* 
2 * _  D l l IfcMSI ON X C 3 ) * Y ( 7 ) 
' 3 * " '~ 'OitAKHblOU T IMPLTC7A0) , VFLPLT(780>" rPSNPLT l780 ) 
4 * _ _ DIMENSION XIPLT C7B0) f X 2 p L T C 7 8 0 ) ? X x i P L T ( 7 6 0 ) r X X 2 P L T ( 7 6 0 ) 
5 * IWftGEi J . COUNT 
6 * REAL J»JLOAU 
7* " ~ 200 FOKNA! (X9H STOPPED INTERNALLY ) 
d* 1 CALL K^AUtR(Hpo?XlrH;'^3RrTfT0RQUtfFRf£Qf JSTOPrYfXfDELTA) 
'9* '"""C"~ JS10P CONTROLS HIE ENTIRE RUM 
10* IurEU=. 
11* ' ~ ' IF (JS'IOH.LE.O) GOTO 500 
1 2 * 2 CALL 5 t i P I ^ X ( X l P L T f X 2 5 - ' , L T , X l f H f 3 r J b T O P r M f X X l P L r » X X 2 P L T ) 
1 3 * ' " I F { J S T ; P « L L . 0) GOTO 500 
14* c ISTOP CONTROLS THL. PULS^ SOURCE 
".15* ' 3 CALL H ; . i rPS!v i (PSiv ,PLTfVFLPLT?TIA1PLT^Y?IPL0TfHB f86#TfFR£^fS^fCOUNT) 
1 6 * 4 CALL S T A l : i I L ( X l P L T » X 2 P L T f VELPLTrPSNPLTf COUNTr750 r STABLE fFREQrJSTOPp 
1 7 * l ^ f D I S T f X X l P L T r X X 2 P L T ) 
l a * if i JSi ' ' - 'P»LL»u) GOTO 500 
1 9 * ~ I N T E ^ I N I t K + l 
i iO* C ' K S T O P C C M I P O L S THE FREQUENCY SEARCH 
2 1 * b CALL F;.Et!CY(STAttLEfFREQ,lNTER»»JE»-TAfKSTOP) 
2 2 * "" ' IF ( K S i y P . L E . O ) GOTO 1 
2 3 * CALL Kt S L M X b \ t TOhOUE?Y»X> 
2 4 * IF ( r J'i LK * O t . b ) ' GOTO t>00 
2 b * GOTO 3 
2 6 * 'SOCTlFCJS ' f t iP .EQ.O) STOP * ' "" ' " 
2 7 * P K I N r -Ou 
a B * GUTO 700 
2 ^ * _ 600 PRINT 201? l u r L R f F R F ^ i D l S T 
3 6 * ~ " 2 0 1 FORMAT UXf lSHFUEQUEMCY AFTER" r 1 3 , 1 0 H I T E K A T I O N S * 3 X ' k l 0 . 5 * 8 H P . P . 
3 1 * __. .1S« »5Xf2 '4 f iU ISIANCE FrfOM SEPATRIX _ r E l 2 t 6 ) 
3 2 * 00TO 1 
3 3 * 7l)o S'lQH ^ ^ _ _ _ __•_ _  
3 4 * EPD 
SUBROUTINE REAlitR (H#P t XI »HBfPBrTf TORQUE*FREOrJSTOPfYfXf DELTA) 
COMMON JrCFFUCTf VFRlCTr JL0A0rCKRlC2»VFRIt;2,SPRGK 
REAL JrJLOAQ 





100 FufiMAI ( ) 
201 FURPAT (lXrVEll.5) 
RtAD lUifFRfcO 
101 FORMAT U-iCUb) 
PklhT ?nu* FREu 
200 FORMAT (lXrl2HFREQUEMCY IS fF10.5#8H P,P«S. ) 
RLAi: i.i?.» JSIOP 
102 FOf'.f'AT (13) 
CFRXCT=CFRICT*0,12^; 
CFRIC2=CFR1C2*0.125 
" F.-Xl=0.b ' ' 









2 0 * X i = t6b*W9922 
- 9 * . T=0»0 
3 U * Ti:«^HJtL-U.O 
3 I * _ OU 1 1~2»7 
3 2 * " 1 Y ( I I = 0 » 0 
33*^ Y ( l ) = i ^ U 
3 4 * X ( 1 ) = . 3 E - 1 0 
3b*._ X 1 2 ) = U . 0 
3 6 * x(3)=o.o 
3 7 * RfcTURN 
3 o * E H j J 
M3 
1* SUBROUTINE STABIL(XlPLTfX2PLT?VELPLTfPSNPLTfCOUNTPIPNTSfSTABLE? 
" 2* ' *""1FK£Q>JSTOPrMtUIST^yX.TPLT'XX-ZPLT) 
3* C THIS SUBROUTINE PLT£R^1H£S STABILITY BY COMPARING THE MOTOR POSITION : 
"tr*~ C T O THfe PREVIOUSLY GENERATED 5EPARATRIX ^ ' 
_ S * _ CJHWON JFCFRlCT»VFRlCTrJL0AD»ORIC2»VFRIC2rSPRGK I 
b* " ' DILLUSION XlPLT(78n}rX2PLT{7B0)rVELPLT(7B0}»PSNPLT(7o0)fXXlPLT(7B0 
7* i )tXX2PLT{760) : 
&• "~" " RK \L JrJLOAD '- ' " " " ' '. "| 
9* ILTE^LI? COUNTrSTAiiLE 
• 1 0 * " '̂_ "' P I = 3 . i 4 l b 9 6 2 5 ' "" " ~"""'~: 
1 1 * 1PT=1 
1 2 * I»- (VLLPLT(COUfiT) ) 1 0 , 4 , 1 
1 3 * 1 D I S T = A . " P L T ( I P T } - V E L P L T ( C O U M T ) 
1 4 * I P ( O l S T J ^ r 3 * 3 
1 5 * 2 I P T = I P T + 1 
1 6 * If- U P T . G t . I P N T S ) GOTO 8 
17* _ GOTO 1 
18* 3 IPT=IPT-1 
19* l)ELTA2=X2PLT (J PT+1) -X3PLT ( IPT) 
au* PKIflT 2'06f UIST#DELTA2 
2 1 * 2&3 FOKfTVT (1X#35NUISTANCE FROM SEPARATRIX VERTICALLY , £12,5»3X*6HDE 
^ ^ * XL 1A.? *L12 .7 ) 
£3 * 4 IH (AUS(X lPLT( iPT) -PSNPLT(COUNT) ) .LT .P I / 4 . 0 ) GOTO.& 
2'+* 3 sr*4LJLL~-l 
20* . ^>wo / 
<d6* t> brAL lLL- + l 
2 7 * 7 PHliJT ^-01 >FKEQ» STABLE 
^b* ^ U i FO;*,lVf ( l X p t l 2 . 5 f ? X p I 3 r l 6 H S T A B L E FREQUENCY ) 
'".29* " RLTURN 
3 u * Q PKU'iT a02 
3X* JSTOP=-. l 
J>2* 2Q2 HURMU ( lAf^lHEXCEF.nS L I M I T ON SEPARATRIX DETERMINATION ) 
~33*~ ' ~ RcTURfl ' • ' 
3 4 * 10 0 1 S T = X X 2 P L T ( I P T ) - V E L P L T ( C 0 U N T ) 
3̂ =4 U : ( ; H - T ) 1 2 r l 3 f l 3 g 
36* I'd I P l = I P ! + l 
3 7 * 
3 a* 
3 9 * 13 
4u* 
4 3 * 
4 2 * 14 
4 3 * 15 
4 4 * 
4 5 * 16 
4 6 * 
i+7* 
IF QPT.<?£.IPMTS) GOTO S 
GOTO 10 
i P F = I P ' ! ~ i 
Q L - L T A 2 = X 2 P L T ( iPT + 15 -X2PLT ( IPT) 
PKINT ZOtr OISTiDELTA^ 
IF (XX1PLT(IPT)-PSNPLT(COUNT)-PI /12«0) 1S>*16*16 
S T A l i L t ^ - l 
SOTO 7 , , 
STA:JLfi= + i 






























3 Q V 
31* 
(JC* 
suaRourINE FKLQCY (STADLE *FREO, iNTER,DELTA ,KSTOP) 
THIS SUlRCUUrvE CAUSES AN INCREASE OR DECREASE I N THE FREQUENCY 
DEPENDENT OSM THE DETERMINATION OF THE ROUTINE STABIL 
COMMON J » C F R l C T » V F R l C T r J L 0 A D # C F R l C 2 r V F R I C 2 f S P R G K 
I t lTt 'G^Ji STA9L t ;»STABL l rSTABL2 
REAL vJtJLUAU 
K b r o p = + i 
lFCNT.-Rti?4E»l 
l f > : ^ i - ; , u 
S 1 AiJLl'~*0 
v Fl!EQ?,-f RL(U 
51AUL2--STABL1 
o 
5 GOTO 2 
Ff< ,Q 
SrABL l -S IA f iLL 
iF(s rA». l Li . r - i t : . sTAnL2) G O T 0 3 
l'f (f^S ( F K t Q a - F K t Q i ) , G T . . l » 0 ) GOTO 3 
PRINT ;?01?FREQ? INTER 
KSTOP-- I 
RETURN 
L'uLT >•-•:• E L ' T A / ^ . u 
" " " ' I F ( O L L T A . L T . , b ) 0FLTA=0 ' .5 
H ^ O : : F - & U * s T A B L t - * D F L r A 
PRINT ^02r>"REO» INTER 
_ . I F (FKLO»LT«0«0> GOTO 4 
""'RLrURh 
4 PRINT 2 0 3 
kS» "pp~ - l 
RETURN 
2 Q i K ^ ' A l i l X f i ^ i l M X STAMLE ' F R E 0 » F l 0 . 5 r l 7 H S T L P S TO CONVERGE > I 3 ) 
~2d<> "rUKl''ArUAVl'2HCUS^REK;T F R F Q • £ 1 2 , b , 13HSTEPS CURRENT U 3 ) 






























LOAD INERTIA 0-000031 
Frequency ID P.P.S. 
^.00 0.10 0*20 0-30 0.40 0-50 
TIME IN SECONDS 
0.60 0.70 0.80 
Figure St.. System M- S- Time Response 
THEORETICAL RESPONSE 
SPRING C0NSTfllMT=.533 
LQflD INERTIfi 0-000031 
Frequency 25 P.P-S 
^3.00 0.03 0.06 
Figure !?• 
0.09 0 .12 0- 15 
TIME IN SECONDS 
System n. s . Time Res ponse 
0.13 0.21 0 
^ . 0 0 
THEORETICAL RESPONSE 
SPRING CONSTANT:-.533 
LOAD INERTIA 0 ,000031 
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 6 
TIME 
0.08 0 .10 
IN SECONDS 
0.12 0.14 0 . 1 6 










Frequency 10 PoP.S 
Figure ST. Rotor M»S» State Response 




Frequency 25 P.P.S 




POSITION IN RROIflNS 
Frequency SO P.P.S 
F i g u r e 3 1 . Ro to r M-S• S t a t e Response 
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